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Key Points:12
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ing a significant role in ionospheric electrodynamics.18
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Abstract19

The accurate determination of auroral precipitation in global models has remained a daunt-20

ing and rather inexplicable obstacle. Understanding the calculation and balance of mul-21

tiple sources that constitute the aurora, and their eventual conversion into ionospheric22

electrical conductance, is critical for improved prediction of space weather events. In this23

study, we present a semi-physical global modeling approach that characterizes contri-24

butions by four types of precipitation - monoenergetic, broadband, electron and ion dif-25

fuse - to ionospheric electrodynamics. The model uses a combination of adiabatic kinetic26

theory and loss parameters derived from historical energy flux patterns to estimate au-27

roral precipitation from magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) quantities. It then converts them28

into ionospheric conductance that is used to compute the ionospheric feedback to the29

magnetosphere. The model has been employed to simulate the April 5 - 7, 2010 "Galaxy15"30

space weather event. Comparison of auroral fluxes show good agreement with observa-31

tional datasets like NOAA-DMSP and OVATION Prime. The study shows a dominant32

contribution by electron diffuse precipitation, accounting for ∼74% of the auroral energy33

flux. However, contributions by monoenergetic and broadband sources dominate dur-34

ing times of active upstream solar conditions, providing for up to 61% of the total hemi-35

spheric power. The study also finds a greater role played by broadband precipitation in36

ionospheric electrodynamics which accounts for ∼31% of the Pedersen conductance.37

Plain Language Summary38

The aurora is comprised of electrically charged particles that enter the upper at-39

mosphere from outer space. The entry is driven by diverse processes at different loca-40

tions of the high-latitude atmosphere; these help define the different sources that con-41

stitute the bulk of the aurora. Since the aurora is an important phenomena in the study42

of near-Earth space physics and space weather, it is important to account for the con-43

tribution and balance of each individual source and deduce their impact. In this study,44

we have introduced a novel modeling approach that is capable of estimating contribu-45

tions from four diverse sources of aurora, and used this approach to study auroral dy-46

namics during a famous space weather event. Our results indicate that the proportion47

and strength of each source varies over time, location and activity. Additionally, we iden-48

tify which sources have a pronounced contribution to the ionosphere’s electrical conduc-49

tance.50

1 Introduction51

High-latitude precipitation of charged particles is a crucial driver of ionospheric elec-52

trodynamics (e.g. Kivelson & Russell, 1995). These particles precipitate from the near-53

Earth plasma environment to form the aurora, and enhance the electrical conductance54

in the polar regions (e.g. Schunk & Nagy, 2009). Auroral precipitation is broadly de-55

fined into two types: diffuse and discrete aurora. Particles scattered into the loss cone56

by plasma waves create the diffuse aurora (Nishimura, Lessard, et al., 2020 and refer-57

ences therein). Diffuse particles precipitate into the upper atmosphere without the need58

of acceleration, and can consist of both electrons (e.g. Evans & Moore, 1979) and ions59

(e.g. Sergeev et al., 1983). Conversely, the discrete aurora is generated by particles that60

are accelerated into the ionosphere (e.g. Korth et al., 2014). These particles can be ac-61

celerated by geomagnetic field-aligned electric fields (monoenergetic; e.g. Evans, 1974;62

Knight, 1973) or by dispersive Alfvén waves (broadband; e.g., Ergun et al., 1998; Chas-63

ton et al., 2003). The conductance enhancements caused by auroral precipitation are im-64

portant to investigative studies of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling (e.g. Öztürk et65

al., 2020), since it regulates the closure of field-aligned currents (FACs; Iijima & Potemra,66

1976) and maintain the nonlinear feedback loop between the magnetosphere and the iono-67

sphere (e.g. Merkine et al., 2003; Ridley et al., 2004). Since auroral currents are the dom-68
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inant drivers of ground-based magnetic perturbations in high-latitudinal regions (e.g. Welling,69

2019), auroral conductance is a crucial regulator of ground-based space weather activ-70

ity (Hartinger et al., 2017; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020).71

Despite their importance, the computation of auroral precipitation and derived con-72

ductances is not trivial in most global models. This is due to several reasons. First, the73

first-principles-driven calculation of conductance needs to account for ionosphere-thermosphere74

dynamics like atmospheric chemistry and reaction rates (Yu et al., 2016). Most global75

models work around the complexity of ionosphere-thermosphere dynamics by the use of76

empirical relationships like Robinson et al. (1987), Galand et al. (2001) and Kaeppler77

et al. (2015), that derive perpendicular conductances from precipitating fluxes. This method78

has limitations, as the empirical relations are based off of limited dataset and have nu-79

merous associated uncertainties (Liemohn, 2020; Welling et al., 2017). Even so, most global80

models assume a two-dimensional ionospheric domain (e.g. Goodman, 1995) which makes81

usage of an empirical conversion between fluxes and conductances undemanding. Recent82

work by Burleigh et al. (2019) has sought to incorprate a dedicated ionosphere-thermosphere83

solver to incorporate realistic chemistry and altitudinal ionization rates to provide for84

a more accurate estimation of the conductance.85

Second, estimating the kinetic description of particle precipitation is not straight-86

forward in a global setup. This is especially challenging in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)87

models which do not resolve pitch angle distributions and wave scattering. Fedder et al.88

(1995) expressed electron auroral energy and number fluxes as functions of MHD param-89

eters using adiabatic kinetic theory. This work was further expanded by successive stud-90

ies (Raeder et al., 2001; Wiltberger et al., 2009; Gilson et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015;91

Yu et al., 2016, 2018) who sought to improve the original methodology and incorporate92

multiple types of precipitation in the computation of ionospheric conductance in the au-93

rora. Since adiabatic kinetic theory does not fully account for the kinetic physics of loss94

cone distributions, models like Ridley et al. (2004) and Mukhopadhyay et al. (2020) pur-95

sued a bypass, by using empirical relationships to derive precipitation with FACs. While96

this simplified the process of estimating auroral precipitation, the models only provide97

conductances in regions of high FACs and have statistical limits to physical phenomena98

like auroral expansion during extreme driving.99

While the influence of auroral conductance on magnetospheric dynamics, ionospheric100

electrodynamics, and their coupled nonlinear feedback system are well known (e.g., Ri-101

dley et al., 2001; Liemohn et al., 2005; Ebihara et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2008; Welling102

& Ridley, 2010; Connor et al., 2016; Ozturk et al., 2017), the contribution of each indi-103

vidual source of precipitation has not been widely studied, especially for variable solar104

wind driving. This is challenging to do with data, since most measurements of ionospheric105

conductance have significant underlying challenges and uncertainties (Ohtani et al., 2014).106

Empirical modeling efforts by Newell et al. (2009, 2014) have thoroughly studied the bal-107

ance of auroral precipitation through the determination of multiple sources from in-situ108

observations. Earlier studies by Hardy et al. (1985, 1989) and Brautigam et al. (1991)109

have sought to provide balance between different sources using upstream and/or space110

weather conditions. The comparison of observed FACs with in-situ precipitation by Ko-111

rth et al. (2014) provided further quantification of discrete sources of precipitation. De-112

spite this, empirical approaches are limited by observational findings and lack the global113

perspective to relate drivers affecting auroral precipitation with quantities that they in-114

fluence. Such a relationship can more easily be studied through a global first-principles-115

based modeling approach. Furthermore, with increasing usage of first-principles-based116

geospace models for operations-grade space weather prediction (e.g. Pulkkinen et al., 2011,117

2013; Rastätter et al., 2016; Cash et al., 2018), the need to quantify the impact of mul-118

tiple sources of conductance on the M-I feedback becomes ever more necessary.119

This work describes the development of a novel modeling approach that predom-120

inantly uses a semi-physical method to estimate four sources of precipitation - monoen-121
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ergetic, broadband, electron and ion diffuse - using input variables from the Space Weather122

Modeling Framework (SWMF; Tóth et al., 2005, 2012). This model has been used to study123

salient aspects of the April 5 - 7, 2010 space weather event (e.g. Chen et al., 2015; Keesee124

et al., 2014) in order to determine the individual contributions of each source. In this125

endeavour, the article aims to address the following tasks: (1) quantification of individ-126

ual contribution by each source of precipitation, (2) comprehension of the impact of up-127

stream solar wind drivers on each source, and (3) discernment of the impact of each source128

on the net ionospheric conductance. Each task is addressed in Section 4 through the fol-129

lowing comparative experiments:130

1. Modeled auroral fluxes are validated against both patterns and hemispheric in-131

tegrated quantities.132

2. A case study is investigated that describes changes in each source of precipitation133

with changing upstream conditions.134

3. Precipitation from each source is converted into ionospheric Hall and Pedersen con-135

ductance, and their contributions to both conductances are quantified.136

2 Numerical Methodology137

2.1 Geospace Numerical Setup of SWMF138

The geospace version of SWMF (see model layout in Figure 1), that is currently139

used for real-time space weather prediction at NOAA-SWPC (Cash et al., 2018), con-140

sists of three independent models that are numerically coupled together. The Block Adap-141

tive Tree Solar-Wind Roe Upwind Scheme (BATS-R-US; Powell et al., 1999; Gombosi142

et al., 2003) model uses ideal semi-relativistic single-fluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)143

equations to simulate the global magnetosphere. BATS-R-US’ magnetospheric domain144

is a three dimensional space in GSM coordinates. In the x axis, the domain spans 32 RE145

on the dayside and 224 RE on the nightside, while in the y and z coordinate axes, the146

domain spans 128 RE in either directions. The model uses a block-adaptive Cartesian147

grid to ensure highest spatial resolution in regions of interest. The grid resolution used148

in this study is similar to the Hi-Res SWPC grid used in the study by Mukhopadhyay149

et al. (2020), details about which are found in Appendix A of Haiducek et al. (2017). To150

better capture energy-dependent drift physics in the inner magnetosphere, BATS-R-US151

is coupled to a dedicated inner magnetosphere model (De Zeeuw et al., 2004). In the present152

setup, we have used the Rice Convection Model (RCM; e.g. Wolf et al., 1982) which solves153

for bounce-averaged particle distribution in the ring current region. To drive this, RCM154

uses flux tube volumes from BATS-R-US and adjusts the MHD pressure and density in155

return.156

SWMF also has a dedicated coupling to an ionospheric solver, the Ridley Ionosphere157

Model (RIM; e.g. Ridley et al., 2001), which computes ionospheric electrodynamics at158

an altitude of 110 km. RIM is a finite-difference Poisson solver that computes the elec-159

trostatic potential and horizontal currents using field-aligned currents (FACs) as input160

and a prescribed conductance pattern (Goodman, 1995). FACs are mapped down from161

near the inner boundary of BATS-R-US (typically between 3.5 RE and 2.5 RE) to iono-162

spheric altitudes (∼110 km). Additionally, BATS-R-US has optional settings to return163

plasma pressure and density values mapped near its inner boundary (De Zeeuw et al.,164

2004), which is then mapped onto the ionospheric grid (Yu et al., 2016). RIM returns165

the ionospheric potential to both BATS-R-US and RCM, which are subsequently used166

as inner boundary conditions.167

Ridley et al. (2004) describes the computation of conductance in RIM. The solver168

estimates contributions by multiple sources like solar EUV illumination, auroral precip-169

itation and polar rain. Conductance due to EUV illumination affects the dayside, and170

is computed as a function of the solar zenith angle (Moen & Brekke, 1993). Enhance-171
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Figure 1. Numerical coupling between models within the geospace setup of SWMF.

ments due to starlight conductance and polar rain generally affect the nightside iono-172

sphere, and are added in as constants. Conductance enhancements due to auroral pre-173

cipitation is relatively complicated to estimate, since the aurora is driven by upstream174

driving conditions. In RIM, auroral conductance is typically computed by one of two ded-175

icated models - Ridley Legacy Model (RLM; Ridley et al., 2004) or the Conductance Model176

for Extreme Events (CMEE; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020). Both models are based off of177

assimilative maps (Ridley & Kihn, 2004), and use empirical relationships with FACs to178

estimate the auroral conductance (see Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020 for details).179

2.2 The MAGNetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere (MAGNIT) Au-180

roral Precipitation Model181

In this study, we introduce the MAGNetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere (MAG-182

NIT) auroral model that computes individual sources of precipitation in SWMF. MAG-183

NIT culminates from a series of modeling developments within RIM (Mukhopadhyay et184

al., 2018, 2019; Liemohn et al., 2018; Burleigh et al., 2019; Mukhopadhyay, Burleigh, et185

al., 2021) that replace the existing empirical conductance models with state-of-the-art186

numerical couplers and solvers to estimate auroral dynamics. Figure 2 describes the iono-187

spheric setup of MAGNIT within RIM. Advanced numerical couplings are introduced188

to transfer fieldline traced values of bulk quantities like pressure and density from BATS-189

R-US to RIM, mapping the values down from the inner boundary of MHD to 110 km190

altitude. MAGNIT uses adiabatic kinetic theory to compute auroral fluxes from the MHD191

state variables (e.g. Fedder et al., 1995). This investigation uses MAGNIT to estimate192

four different sources of precipitation - electron diffuse, ion diffuse, monoenergetic and193

broadband - and quantify their individual contributions. The computation of each source194

is described in the following.195
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Figure 2. Schematic description of auroral conductance and subsequent ionospheric E-field
computation within RIM when equipped with MAGNIT. Dotted lines indicate optional couplings
when RLM or CMEE is deployed. Note: Colorbar scale is not uniform across dial plots.
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2.2.1 Electron and Ion Diffuse Precipitation196

Parameterization of diffuse fluxes in MAGNIT observes the following formulation:197

ΦNdiff(e,i)
= α1(e, i)×

Ne,iT
1/2
e,i√

2πme,i

(1)

ΦEdiff(e,i)
= α2(e, i)×

2Ne,iT
3/2
e,i√

2πme,i

(2)

Here, ΦNdiff and ΦEdiff are the diffuse number and energy fluxes respectively, N is198

the particle number density, T is particle thermal temperature (derived from MHD) and199

m is the particle mass. The equations have been denoted for both electrons and ions by200

subscripts e and i, respectively. The multipliers α1(e, i) and α2(e, i) act as the particle201

filling rate of the loss cone, and are optimized using data-model comparisons (discussed202

in more detail in Section 3). This is necessary because global MHD is unable to resolve203

pitch angle distributions, and therefore cannot accurately predict particle loss from the204

magnetosphere without further parameterization (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015). The remain-205

ing fractions are the standard solution for total particle and energy flux contained in a206

Maxwellian distribution for all pitch angles (e.g. Gombosi, 1994).207

Te is assumed to be 1/6 of the single-fluid MHD temperature, TMHD, based on an208

electron-to-ion temperature ratio of 1:5, as observed in the plasma sheet (Paschmann et209

al., 1993; Phan et al., 1994; Fedder et al., 1995). This is a simplistic approximation how-210

ever; though this relationship is typically valid for low-energy plasma sheet particles in211

the near-Earth region (Wang et al., 2012), a more accurate representation between the212

electron and ion temperature is planned in future modeling developments. This will in-213

corporate the independent computation of electron plasma temperature using a two- or214

multi-fluid MHD approach (e.g. Glocer et al., 2009, 2020) to work around this approx-215

imation. Unlike some modeling approaches (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015), the precipitation216

pattern of either diffuse sources do not undergo any spatial variations. This is done in217

order to better retain dynamic changes in auroral boundaries across activity levels. Ion218

precipitation occurs in regions where the field line curvature becomes comparable to the219

particle gyroradius (Sergeev & Tsyganenko, 1982; Sergeev et al., 1983). To simulate this,220

we have used a modified version of the model developed by Gilson et al. (2012), where221

a step function is used as a function of the κ-parameter (e.g. Büchner & Zelenyi, 1987).222

In lieu of a fieldline-estimated κ, an equatorward and poleward boundary based on the223

peak strength of fieldline-traced pressure was used to define the bounds of the step func-224

tion.225

After the computation of the ion and electron fluxes, the average energy Ēdiff(e,i)226

is computed as ΦEdiff(e,i)
/ΦNdiff(e,i)

. Using the empirical relationships developed by Robin-227

son et al. (1987), the average energy and energy flux for the electron diffuse source is con-228

verted into Hall and Pedersen conductances. Similarly, MAGNIT uses the ion flux and229

energies to compute the ion-driven conductance via the Galand & Richmond (2001) em-230

pirical relationships.231

2.2.2 Monoenergetic Precipitation232

MAGNIT estimates monoenergetic precipitation using the Knight-Fridman-Lemaire
(KFL; Knight, 1973; Lyons et al., 1979; Fridman & Lemaire, 1980) relationship that es-
timates electrons accelerated by a quasi-static parallel potential drop along a magnetic
field-line. We broaden our assumption of an isotropic Maxwellian particle distribution
by estimating incident electrons upon a field-aligned potential drop V . Using this mod-
ification, we follow the KFL procedure to estimate the first and third moment of the dis-
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tribution to compute the downward number and energy flux (e.g. Zhang et al., 2015; Yu
et al., 2016).

ΦNmono = α3 ×
NeT

1/2
e√

2πme

[
Biono
Bps

−
(
Biono
Bps

− 1

)
e
− qeV Bps

Te(Biono−Bps)

]
(3)

ΦEmono = α4×
2NeT

1/2
e√

2πme

 1− e−
qeV Bps

Te(Biono−Bps)

2

(
1 +

(
Biono−Bps

Biono

)
e
− qeV Bps

Te(Biono−Bps)

)qeV + Te

×[BionoBps
−
(
Biono
Bps

− 1

)
e
− qeV Bps

Te(Biono−Bps)

]
(4)

Similar to equations 1 and 2, ΦNmono and ΦEmono stand for the monoenergetic num-233

ber and energy fluxes respectively, Ne is the electron number density, Te is the electron234

temperature in the night-side plasma sheet, me is electron mass, and qe is the elemen-235

tary charge. Biono and Bps signify the magnetic field strengths at ionospheric altitude236

(assumed at 110 km in the present model) and at the source region respectively; their237

ratio Biono/Bps is the magnetic mirror ratio. The source region in our simulations is as-238

sumed to be the plasma sheet (Yu et al., 2016) and the mirror ratio is assumed to be dipo-239

lar. The multipliers α3 and α4 are parameters that represent the degree of loss-cone fill-240

ing in the electron source region. Unspecified by the MHD fluid approach, we change these241

factors to scale the resulting fluxes.242

In regions of upward field-aligned current (J||), assuming that the current is entirely
carried by electrons, the number flux of monoenergetic precipitation can be expressed
as:

ΦNmono = J||/qe (5)

Therefore, the potential drop V can be expressed in terms of J|| as

V =
Te(Bps −Biono)

qeBps
ln

Biono −Bps J||qe √
2πme

α3NeT
1/2
e

Biono −Bps

 (6)

The above condition is only valid for the logarithm not being zero, which indicates
that

Bps ≤ Bps
J||

qe

√
2πme

α3NeT
1/2
e

≤ Biono (7)

must be satisfied for a monoenergetic source of precipitation. Also, the potential struc-243

ture along the field line must satisfy the relationships described by Chiu & Schulz (1978),244

in which case a more complicated approach is needed (e.g., Liemohn & Khazanov, 1998).245

Fortunately, this influence is small for potential drops accelerating electron auroral pre-246

cipitation (e.g., Khazanov et al., 1998). In the absence of parallel fields (V = 0), the247

above equations are reduced to equations 1 and 2 that model the electron diffuse pre-248

cipitation. Similar to diffuse precipitation, the average energy for monoenergetic precip-249

itation Ēmono is computed as ΦEmono/ΦNmono . Using the empirical relation by Robinson250

et al. (1987), the Hall and Pedersen conductances are computed and combined with the251

diffuse sources using a vector sum.252

2.2.3 Broadband Precipitation253

Broadband precipitation is driven by low energy electrons that are accelerated by
dispersive Alfvén waves (e.g. Ergun et al., 1998). Successive investigations (Chaston et
al., 2003; Strangeway, 2010; Zhang et al., 2014, 2015) have characterized a relationship
between broadband flux and the Alfvénic Poynting flux. In MAGNIT, we use a similar
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approach as in Zhang et al. (2015), to estimate the broadband number and electron flux
as an empirical function of the Poynting flux. The relation is shown as

ΦNbbnd = 3× 109 × (α5 × S||)0.47 (8)

ΦEbbnd = 2× (α6 × S||)0.5 (9)

Similar to previous sources, ΦNbbnd and ΦEbbnd stand for the broadband number254

and energy fluxes respectively, which are collectively used to define the broadband av-255

erage energy < Ebbnd > as ΦEbbnd/ΦNbbnd . S|| is the Poynting flux into the ionosphere.256

Unlike the model by Zhang et al. (2015), MAGNIT does not use AC Poynting flux which257

is a more direct measure of small-scale Alfvénic energy, but instead relies on DC Poynt-258

ing flux (Yu et al. 2010) derived from Joule heating in the ionosphere (e.g. Rastätter et259

al., 2016). Due to the empirical nature of the above equations, the multipliers α5 and260

α6 act as empirical moderators of the Poynting energy, since DC Poynting flux typically261

has higher values than electron precipitation (Janhunen et al., 2005). Broadband fluxes262

are converted into electron-driven conductances by the Robinson et al. (1987) relation-263

ship.264

Following Zhang et al. (2015), the broadband contribution is added linearly to the265

total conductance due to it enhancing ion density in the bottomside F-region rather than266

the E region of the ionosphere. Since the rest of the sources are added as a vector sum267

(Wallis & Budzinski, 1981), the final sum of auroral sources to ionospheric conductance268

is computed as follows.269

ΣAurora =
√

Σ2
e−diff + Σ2

i+diff + Σ2
mono + Σbbnd (10)

where ΣAurora stands for the total auroral conductance (Hall or Pedersen) Σe− diff,270

Σi+ diff, Σmono and Σbbnd stand for Hall or Pedersen conductances from the electron dif-271

fuse, ion, monoenergetic and broadband sources, respectively.272

2.3 Comparisons against Observations & Empirical Models273

In order to quantify the contribution by each source to the net auroral flux and en-
ergies, the hemispheric power (integrated energy flux over a hemisphere), hemispheric
number flux (integrated number flux over a hemisphere), and overall average energy (hemi-
spheric power / hemispheric number flux) were computed. Percent contributions by each
source of precipitation (%C source) were defined as

%C source =
Qsource

Qaurora
(11)

where Qsource stands for a given quantity from an individual source, and Qaurora stands
for the same quantity from all auroral sources combined, with quantity Q being either
hemispheric power or hemispheric number flux. Determining the contribution to iono-
spheric conductance is not as straightforward as in the case of energy flux and number
flux. This is because the broadband source of conductance is added linearly to the to-
tal conductance. Therefore, contribution to the conductance has been defined in two ways
- the total contribution, which computes the percentage contribution of a source as a frac-
tion of the linear sum of conductances (similar to Equation 11), and the resultant con-
tribution, which computes the percentage contribution for the sources in the following
way:

% C source =
Σ2
source

Σ2
aurora

where source = e− Diff, i+ Diff, Mono (12)
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and

% C broadband = 1−
(Σ2

e−Diff + Σ2
i+Diff + Σ2

Mono)

Σ2
aurora

(13)

where e−Diff, i+Diff and Mono indicate electron diffuse, ion diffuse and monoenergetic274

sources respectively, and Σ is the Hall or Pedersen conductance.275

Modeled results of auroral fluxes have been evaluated through comparisons against276

observations and multiple derived-estimates. The study uses hemispheric power data from277

in-situ observations measured by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)278

and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) satellites (Emery et al.,279

2006, 2008). The observations are hourly-averaged and span the past ∼30 years (1978280

- 2013 for electrons; 1983 - 2013 for ions). The study uses the empirical models, OVA-281

TION Prime (Newell et al., 2009; shortened to OV Prime) and the AE-driven Feature282

Tracking of Aurora (FTA; Wu et al., 2021) for comparison of energy flux and average283

energies in the auroral region. OV Prime is developed from multiple observations from284

DMSP during the years 1988 - 1998, while FTA is based on 1.5 years of Polar Ultravi-285

olet Imager data. Both OV Prime and MAGNIT account for multiple (and similar) sources286

of precipitation. This has enabled us to compare individual contributions to hemispheric287

power, number flux and energies in this study. Multiple empirical functions relating hemi-288

spheric power and number flux to space weather indices, auroral electrojet parameters289

and/or upstream conditions exist. While the usage of all such models is not possible, this290

study identified and employed five empirical models - Brautigam et al. (1991), Ahn et291

al. (1983), Lu et al. (1998), Østgaard et al. (2002) and Korth et al. (2014) - to compare292

modeled predictions. Of these, the first four models provide total hemispheric power es-293

timates - the model by Brautigam et al. (1991) estimates fluxes for electrons and ions294

separately, and is driven using solar wind inputs; remaining models are driven using AE/AU/AL295

values, and seek to establish a relationship between the energy deposition by electron296

precipitation and geomagnetic indices (see Østgaard et al., 2002 for detailed comparisons).297

The model by Korth et al. (2014) estimates discrete energy fluxes using upward FACs,298

and was predominantly used to validate modeled monoenergetic and broadband precip-299

itation.300

Additionally, simulated cross-polar cap potential (CPCP), integrated FACs (iFACs;301

Anderson et al., 2017), Kp and Sym-H were also compared against observations. CPCP302

values were compared against derived estimates obtained from the AMIE model and the303

Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN; e.g., Khachikjan et al., 2008). Ob-304

servations for Kp and Sym-H were obtained from the Kyoto Observatory, while iFAC305

observations were acquired from the the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electro-306

dynamics Response Experiment (AMPERE) mission (Anderson et al., 2014; Waters et307

al., 2020).308

Evaluation of modeled results against observations have been quantified using two309

metrics - median absolute percentage error (MAPE) and the exclusion parameter (EP).310

MAPE provides an absolute value of the relative percentage error, and has been com-311

monly used as a measure of accuracy of prediction (e.g. Morley et al., 2018). EP mea-312

sures the accuracy of prediction against multiple observation-derived estimates, by ac-313

counting for all data that is outside the range of observed values (Mukhopadhyay, Jia,314

et al., 2021). Low values of both metrics is generally assumed as a good prediction (e.g.315

Liemohn et al., 2021).316

3 Parameterization of Sources317

Due to its inability to compute loss-cone distributions, MAGNIT uses flux multi-318

pliers αs (for each source s) to regulate the final value of energy and number flux. A com-319

parative study of modeled results to OV Prime and NOAA-DMSP was undertaken to320

determine αs. Initially, a similar procedure to Zhang et al. (2015) was applied - hemi-321
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Run B(x,y,z) (nT) dΦMP
dt

A (0, 0, -1) 0.29e+04
B (0, 0, -2) 0.47e+04
C (0, 0, -3) 0.61e+04
D (0, 0, -4) 0.74e+04
E (0, 0, -5) 0.86e+04
F (0, 0, -6) 0.97e+04
G (0, 0, -7) 1.08e+04
H (0, 0, -8) 1.18e+04
I (0, 0, -9) 1.28e+04
J (0, 0, -10) 1.37e+04
K (0, 0, -11) 1.46e+04
L (0, 0, -12) 1.54e+04
M (0, 0, -13) 1.63e+04
N (0, 0, -14) 1.71e+04
O (0, 0, -15) 1.79e+04

Table 1. IMF conditions used in each test run to determine αs. A solar wind velocity of 400
km/s in the x-direction and a number density of 5 cm−3 were used in each test run. The third
column shows the Newell coupling function, dΦMP/dt = v4/3(B2

x + B2
y)1/3 sin8/3 θC , where θC is

the IMF clock angle, is listed in the fifth column.

spheric fluxes from each auroral source were compared against OV Prime estimates to322

initialize αs for each source. Both SWMF and OV Prime were run for diverse driving323

conditions - Table 1 lists idealized solar wind conditions used for these simulations. For324

each SWMF run, the magnetosphere was preconditioned for 6 hours by first driving with325

southward IMF Bz = −5 nT for 3 hours, followed by northward IMF Bz = +5 nT for326

3 hours. Post preconditioning, the simulation was driven for 3 more hours with the val-327

ues listed in Table 1. The solar wind velocity, number density and temperature in these328

runs were kept the same as Zhang et al. (2015) for consistency.329

Figure 3a and b compare hemispheric power and number flux predictions respec-330

tively from MAGNIT against OV Prime values. Each subplot corresponds to a distinct331

source. The x-axis in each subplot displays the variation in driving conditions, using the332

Newell function dΦMP/dt (Newell et al., 2007) and IMF Bz. αs for each source was de-333

fined using OV Prime fluxes (QOP) and MAGNIT fluxes (QMAGNIT) as the median of334

their ratio, i.e. αs = median(QOP/QMAGNIT). The final values of MAGNIT-estimated335

precipitation (denoted in blue) were scaled by multiplication with the initialized values336

of αs, for comparison against OV Prime estimates (in black-red). In parts a(iii - iv) and337

b(iii - iv) of Fig. 3, monoenergetic and broadband fluxes show good agreement with OV338

Prime values when scaled. However, for both diffuse sources (parts a(i - ii) and b(i - ii)339

in Fig. 3), MAGNIT estimates are much higher than OV Prime, and the two sets of pre-340

diction diverge from each other beyond an IMF Bz value of -6 nT. The difference in dif-341

fuse fluxes is further elucidated in Figure 3c, where dial plots of electron diffuse energy342

flux from OV Prime (left) and MAGNIT (right) are compared for Runs A, H and O (see343

Table 1). With increasing activity, MAGNIT displays stronger auroral precipitation and344

significant expansion in the auroral oval. By contrast, OVATION Prime caps the max345

value of the energy flux, and displays minute expansion of the auroral oval. OV Prime346

has been shown to underestimate hemispheric fluxes during extreme driving (Newell et347

al., 2014). The oval expansion is an aspect of MAGNIT’s usage of MHD pressure to com-348

pute diffuse fluxes (see Section 5 for further details).349
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Figure 3. Initial determination of αs by comparing MAGNIT runs against OVATION Prime
values. Comparison of (a) hemispheric power and (b) total hemispheric number flux for (i) elec-
tron diffuse, (ii) ion diffuse, (iii) monoenergetic and (iv) broadband precipitation through varying
driving conditions. Here, IMF BT =

√
B2

y +B2
z . (c) Dial plot comparison of diffuse electron pre-

cipitation from both models for (row-wise) Runs A, H and O, indicating change in morphology
and auroral strength with increasing activity.

To verify diffuse contributions, the comparative analysis was expanded to include350

hourly-averaged hemispheric power observed by the NOAA-DMSP satellite chain over351

the past >30 years (1978 - 2013) (Emery et al., 2006, 2008). This is, in essence, an ex-352

tension to the comparison against OV Prime, since OV Prime itself is based on multi-353

ple observations from DMSP. Unlike OV Prime, the NOAA-DMSP observations do not354

distinguish between different precipitative sources, instead informing only of contribu-355

tions made by electrons and ions to the total energy flux respectively. Therefore, the ex-356

tended comparisons were conducted in two phases - (1) Verifying discrete contributions357

against Korth et al. (2014), and (2) comparing total electron and ion fluxes against NOAA-358

DMSP. The empirical relationship given in Korth et al. (2014) relates upward FACs in359

the dusk-afternoon sector with discrete (mono+broadband) energy flux. Comparisons360

of discrete hemispheric power in the dusk-afternoon sector for both models are shown361

in Figure 4(i). The Korth14 model was driven using FAC estimates from each SWMF362

run. MAGNIT results display reasonable agreement with the Korth14 model in Subplot363

4(i-c) when scaled using the αs values deduced from Fig. 3. Values for αs are determined364

as the median of observed-to-modeled ratio for each source. In Subplot 4(i-c), these val-365

ues were determined for monoenergetic and broadband sources separately to deduce the366

total discrete contribution. Comparison of model-model energy flux distributions in the367

dusk-afternoon sector (parts i-a and i-b of Fig. 4) also exhibit similarities in pattern.368

Figure 4(ii) shows final comparisons between NOAA-DMSP observations (in green)369

and MAGNIT estimates (in blue) over varying IMF Bz. The values from OV Prime (in370

black-red) have also been plotted for clarity. The NOAA-DMSP dataset was binned by371

the Newell function (dΦMP/dt) to provide median values for each bin. Since the in-situ372

measurements do not observe number flux of precipitating particles, they were derived373

using average energies of electrons and ions from Hardy et al. (1985, 1989). αs values374
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Figure 4. Finalization of αs values by comparing MAGNIT runs against in-situ observations
and empirical predictions. (i) Comparison of discrete HP - (left) Post-noon quarter-dial plots of
(a) Korth et al. (2014) and (b) MAGNIT at IMF BT = 8 nT, (right) Quarter-hemispheric power
across variable driving conditions for same models. (ii) Comparison against NOAA-DMSP HP -
Comparison of hemispheric power for (a) electron and (b) ion power, and (c-d) their respective
number fluxes compared against NOAA-DMSP and OV Prime estimates over varying driving
conditions.

Source αs (NumFlux) αs (EFlux)
Variable Value Variable Value

Electron Diffuse α1,e 0.055 ± 27.4% α2,e 0.224 ± 18.3%
Ion Diffuse α1,i 0.038 ± 13.8% α2,i 0.207 ± 23.8%

Monoenergetic α3 0.741 ± 4.48% α4 0.995 ± 4.68%
Broadband α5 0.244 ± 4.70% α6 2.247 ± 5.12%

Table 2. Finalized value of αs for auroral number and energy flux determined for each precipi-
tative source.
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for both electron and ion diffuse precipitation were adjusted based on the median of ra-375

tio between NOAA-DMSP and MAGNIT fluxes, and between OV Prime and MAGNIT376

fluxes. Scaled comparisons of MAGNIT fluxes in Fig. 4(ii-a) and 4(ii-b) show reason-377

able agreement with NOAA-DMSP hemispheric power values during extreme driving for378

both electrons and ions. However, in Fig. 4(ii-c) and 4(ii-d), NOAA-DMSP estimates379

lower number fluxes for stronger driving conditions, during which MAGNIT fluxes match380

well with OV Prime values.381

The finalized values of αs (and their associated uncertainties) are presented in Ta-382

ble 2. The associated uncertainty is derived using the standard deviation in αs from each383

run, while the median value has been used as the finalized value for simulations. The un-384

certainty in αs is bound to impact the final modeling results, which would have far-reaching385

impacts on our space weather results. Investigation of this impact is beyond the scope386

of the present study, and will be researched in further detail in a future study. The fi-387

nalized values were retrofitted into MAGNIT to balance each source of precipitation dur-388

ing run-time. This procedure has been applied for the simulation of the Galaxy15 event389

described in Section 4.390

4 Event Simulation391

The Galaxy15 Event is a prominent space weather interval (e.g. Allen, 2010) which392

has been investigated by multiple studies (e.g. Pulkkinen et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015;393

Keesee et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2017; Welling et al., 2017; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020),394

and spanned from April 5, 2010 00:00 UT until April 6, 2010 23:59 UT. The event was395

driven by a fast interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME; e.g. Cane & Richardson,396

2003) that caused significant dipolarization during the main phase of the storm (e.g. Con-397

nors et al., 2011), resulting in a prolonged recovery period (e.g. Möstl et al., 2010). In-398

tense auroral activity along with multiple substorms were observed during this period399

(Clilverd et al., 2012; Loto’aniu et al., 2015), resulting in the event being reclassified as400

a supersubstorm (e.g. Nishimura, Lyons, et al., 2020). Figure 5(a - e) display IMF ~u, ~B,401

number density and temperature, that have been used as input conditions to drive this402

SMWF run. The solar plasma parameters were obtained from instruments aboard the403

Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). Unlike the idealized cases in Section 3, the event404

was simulated without the necessity of a dedicated preconditioning period. Separate SWMF405

simulations were run with the empirical conductance models RLM and CMEE to com-406

pare model-model auroral dynamics.407

Panels 5(f - j) show simulated space weather quantities against respective obser-408

vations. The quantities compared here include the space weather indices Kp and Sym-409

H, and ionospheric quantities iFACs and CPCP. Upward and downward iFACs have been410

accounted for separately in Figures 5(h) and (i) respectively. MAGNIT simulations of411

Kp and Sym-H exhibit a MAPE value of 8.73% and 19.67% respectively. In contrast,412

the RLM and CMEE simulation exhibit higher values of MAPE for both Kp (RLM - 11.02%,413

CMEE - 14.29%) and Sym-H (RLM - 30.46%, CMEE - 40.36%). Modeled predictions414

for both quantities show reasonable agreement throughout the event, with the exception415

of modeled Sym-H during the event peak and early recovery period which was overpre-416

dicted. All models show excellent agreement with observed upward and downward iFACs.417

MAGNIT exhibits a ∼16% MAPE value for both up- and downward FACs, followed closely418

by RLM and CMEE which exhibit a MAPE of ∼16.4% and ∼18.6% respectively. This419

is partly due to the numerical grid resolution of the global MHD domain, which plays420

a dominant role in defining FAC magnitude and structure (Ridley et al., 2010; Wiltberger421

et al., 2017; Welling, 2019; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020). Comparison of the CPCP to422

either source of observations do not yield meaningful conclusions, as SuperDARN is clearly423

underestimating the CPCP while AMIE overpredicts the value (Gao, 2012; Mukhopad-424

hyay, Jia, et al., 2021). So, it is desirable to be between the two, i.e., have a low value425

of EP. The modeled CPCP by the MAGNIT run had an EP value of ∼27%. In contrast,426
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Figure 5. Input conditions and global results from the SWMF run of the Galaxy15 Event.
(a) IMF Ux, (b) Uy and Uz, (c) IMF ~B, (d) number density ρ, (e) particle energy. (f) Kp, (g)
Sym-H, (h) Upward integrated field aligned currents (iFACs), (i) Downward iFACs, and (j) cross
polar cap potential (CPCP) simulated by MAGNIT (in blue), RLM (in red), and CMEE (in
green) against observations (in black; Kyoto Observatory for Kp and Sym-H, AMPERE FACs
for iFACs). In (j), two observation-derived sources sources - AMIE and SuperDARN - have been
used. For (f-i), the MAPE between the modeled values and observations have been provided. For
(j), the EP is provided.

the RLM and CMEE runs had an EP of ∼33% and ∼71% respectively. Since FACs and427

CPCP stand to be affected the most by a change in auroral precipitation a more exhaus-428

tive examination that quantifies modifications in the particle drift velocities and currents429

could be conducted, but is not the focus of the present study. Subsequent investigations430

will review the ionospheric electrodynamics results in greater detail.431

4.1 Balance of Precipitation432

Figure 6 compares total and source-wise hemispheric power from MAGNIT against433

multiple sources of both observations and observation-derived estimates. Fig. 6(a) com-434

pares MAGNIT total hemispheric power against observations by DMSP SSUSI, simu-435

lated results from OV Prime, FTA and the four empirical models by Brautigam et al.436

(1991), Ahn et al. (1983), Lu et al. (1998) and Østgaard et al. (2002) (hereonafter re-437

ferred to as Brautigam91, Ahn83, Lu98, Ostgaard02 models, respectively). The latter438

four models have been bundled together to form a light-blue band in the subplot. So-439

lar wind inputs drive both OV Prime and Brautigam91 models, while Kyoto-observed440

AE/AL values are used to drive the FTA model and the remaining empirical models. Since441

several models in this plot were designed to derive hemispheric power from electrons only442
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(e.g. FTA), the electron contribution from MAGNIT has been plotted as a dot-dashed443

black line alongside the total contribution. Overall, modeled precipitation by MAGNIT444

exhibits reasonable agreement with both observed and derived estimates. The hemispheric445

power peak of 225.2 GW estimated by MAGNIT compares well against the observed peak446

of 218.3 GW from DMSP, albeit at different times. This is most likely due to the dif-447

ference in time cadence between both datasets, with DMSP being hourly-averaged and448

MAGNIT having a cadence of one minute. Modeled HP are greater than OV Prime es-449

timates during the storm peak-time and remain larger except for a short interval dur-450

ing April 6, 2010 04:00 UT to 07:31 UT. Despite this, MAGNIT electron precipitation451

matches well against the total OV Prime estimates during the long recovery period of452

the storm, exhibiting an aggregate MAPE value of 24.4%. MAGNIT estimates also have453

good agreement with the FTA model during the main impulse of the event, but do not454

match during the period preceding the storm and the recovery period when FTA pre-455

dicts a larger energy flux deposition. MAGNIT exhibits an 34.2% EP when compared456

against the range of values formed by OV Prime and FTA, denoting good agreement.457

Additionally, the modeled values reasonably agree against estimates from the four em-458

pirical models (EP 29%), with majority of the overprediction occurring during the main459

impulse of the storm.460

In Panel (b), MAGNIT predicts a larger value of electron diffuse power in compar-461

ison to OV Prime, resulting in a median absolute error of 19.95 GW (MAPE = 65.8%).462

This is expected for two reasons - (1) The finalized αs values that regulate the electron463

diffuse flux in MAGNIT allow for a much higher diffuse flux value during moderate-to-464

extreme driving conditions (see Figure 4(ii-a)), and (2) OVATION Prime is most likely465

underpredicting diffuse precipitation during the solar wind enhancement (e.g. Newell et466

al., 2014). With a maximum peak of 125.68 GW, electron diffuse precipitation accounts467

for a median 51.4% of the total contribution to the hemispheric power. This causes the468

magnitude differences between the two models, as seen in Fig. 6(a).469

In Panels (c) and (d), monoenergetic and broadband powers display good agree-470

ment with the OVATION Prime values, except during the main impulse phase and early471

recovery period (08:35 UT to ∼20:00 UT) of the event, when monoenergetic precipita-472

tion is overpredicted while broadband is underpredicted. However, both models predict473

the double peak in flux values centered around 10:45 UT and 13:30 UT. Discrete (mo-474

noenergetic + broadband) hemispheric power in the post-noon pre-dusk (12 - 18 MLT)475

sector is compared against OV Prime and the empirical relationship given by Korth et476

al. (2014) in Panel (e). Both models show reasonable agreement with the Korth14 model477

and with each other during the latter half of the recovery period of the event. However,478

significant differences during the event peak are also observed: both MAGNIT and OV479

Prime estimate a greater discrete precipitation during this time period, compared to the480

Korth14 model.481

In Panels (f) and (g), the total electron and ion power from DMSP, OV Prime and482

Brautigam91 indicate good agreement for electron precipitation, but show a significant483

disconnect in ion precipitation, with MAGNIT overpredicting the ion fluxes by over 2.5484

times. This also increases the contribution of ion precipitation to the total hemispheric485

energy flux, to a median 22.4%. It is likely that the observed estimates are underpre-486

dicting the energy flux due to ions, since both DMSP and OV Prime do not observe par-487

ticles with average energies >30 keV (e.g. Newell et al., 2009). A closer examination of488

ion precipitation is necessary, which will be pursued in a future study.489

Finally, Panel (h) compares MAGNIT HP against predictions from the empirical490

conductance models, RLM and CMEE, and NOAA-DMSP, FTA, OV Prime and the four491

empirical models combined (light-blue band). RLM and CMEE predict higher fluxes than492

MAGNIT estimates. This is most probably because of the models’ usage of empirical493

adjustments to increase conductances in regions of high FACs. Both RLM and CMEE494
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Figure 6. Comparison of hemispheric power estimated by MAGNIT against multiple
observational-derived estimates. Comparison of (a) Total hemispheric power estimated by
MAGNIT (black; solid line denotes all sources, dot-dashed denotes electron sources), NOAA-
DMSP (red), OV Prime (blue), FTA (green) and four empirical models (lightblue band). (b - d)
Electron diffuse, monoenergetic and broadband precipitation by MAGNIT (black) against OVA-
TION Prime (deep blue). (e) Discrete precipitation in the dusk-noon sector by MAGNIT (black)
against OV Prime (blue) and Korth et al. (2014) (red). (f) Total electron precipitation, and (g)
ion precipitation - MAGNIT (black) vs. OV Prime (blue), NOAA-DMSP (red) and Brautigam et
al. (1991)(turquoise) (h) Hemispheric power by RLM and CMEE vs. MAGNIT compared with
observation-derived estimates (lightblue band).
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overpredict the hemispheric power, with CMEE values reaching ∼500 GW during the495

event peak.496

Figure 7 compares MAGNIT flux patterns and aggregate contributions from each497

source against OV Prime. In this figure, panels (a) and (b) compare auroral patterns due498

to diffuse (ion + electron) and discrete (monoenergetic + broadband) sources respectively499

in the Northern hemisphere for two time intervals. The first time interval, Epoch 1, is500

chosen at April 5, 2010 09:10 UT, during the storm onset. The second time interval, Epoch501

2, is chosen at April 6, 2010 16:12 UT during the recovery period. In Panel 7(a - i), mod-502

eled diffuse precipitation matches the magnitude and location of precipitation predicted503

by OV Prime. Diffuse sources in MAGNIT account for 37% of the total contribution at504

Epoch 1, indicating a larger contribution by the discrete sources during this epoch. The505

inverse is true for OV Prime, where diffuse sources contribute toward 60.7% of the to-506

tal precipitation making them the dominant contributor. In Panel 7(b - i), modeled dis-507

crete energy flux is dominated by the monoenergetic source, which is indicated by the508

presence of strong auroral activity in regions of upward FACs (indicated by green dot-509

ted line). These regions are discontinuous, but contain strong precipitation in both dawn-510

and dusk-ward sectors. Broadband precipitation is not as strong, and therefore contributes511

to only 11.3% of the total energy flux. By contrast, OV Prime estimates a wide oval of512

energy flux spanning the 70◦ - 60◦ MLat at 00 MLT, with no visible differences demar-513

cating monoenergetic and broadband precipitation.514

Figure 7(a - ii) and (b - ii) display auroral patterns during Epoch 2. In Figure 7(a515

- ii), MAGNIT predicts a larger diffuse flux contribution in comparison to OV Prime,516

resulting in a dominant 74% of the total contribution. MAGNIT’s energy flux pattern517

expands beyond 60◦ MLat, with high fluxes spanning the entire nightside. By contrast,518

OV Prime predicts a minimal increment in the fluxes with no noticeable expansion in519

the aurora. In Figure 7(b - ii), modeled discrete precipitation is still dominated by mo-520

noenergetic precipitation. But the magnitude of fluxes have reduced significantly. Dif-521

fuse fluxes from OV Prime are estimated to be more pole-ward than MAGNIT. Both mod-522

els predict a discrete auroral power of around ∼34 GW. However, their percentage con-523

tributions are significantly different in each model, with OV Prime estimating a 45% dis-524

crete contribution, while MAGNIT predicts a much lower 29% contribution. MAGNIT525

observes strong monoenergetic precipitation in both dusk and dawn sectors. This is likely526

because the model predicts strengthened R2 FACs due to the coupling with RCM.527

Figure 7(c-g) compare median values of hemispheric power, number flux and av-528

erage energy for the four sources against OV Prime estimates. Subplots 7(c) and (d) com-529

pare the median values of hemispheric power and number flux from each source and the530

associated uncertainty in the data (indicated by the translucent spread around the marker).531

Here, the uncertainty is measured using the standard deviation in the data for each source.532

The figure shows that MAGNIT estimates a higher diffuse power than OV Prime. Mod-533

eled estimates for electron and ion diffuse precipitation has a median value of 52.38 GW534

and 22.82 GW respectively. This is greater than the OV Prime estimates, which predict535

32.73 GW from electron diffuse and 6.79 GW from ion precipitation. Conversely, esti-536

mates of discrete power contributions by both models are similar. While electron diffuse537

number fluxes are higher in MAGNIT, both models match ion number flux estimates.538

OV Prime predicts a higher number flux from their monoenergetic source. However, both539

models reasonably agree on the median number flux from broadband precipitation.540

Subplots 7(e) and (f) compare the median contributions by each source to the to-541

tal hemispheric power and number flux respectively. The percentage contributions are542

computed using Equation 11. The figures show higher diffuse contributions by MAG-543

NIT, which subsequently reduces contributions by the discrete sources. In Subplot 7(f),544

ion precipitation accounts for the smallest contributions (∼2%) to the total number flux.545

Electron diffuse precipitation accounts for a larger percentage of the total number flux546

than OV Prime prediction, while monoenergetic contribution reduces. Broadband con-547
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Figure 7. MAGNIT vs. OVATION Prime - Balance of fluxes and comparison of auroral pat-
terns. (Top) Dial-plot comparisons of (a) diffuse energy flux and (b) discrete energy flux at two
distinct epochs during the Galaxy15 Event. (Bottom) Source-wise comparison of (c) hemispheric
power (in GigaWatts), (d) hemispheric number flux (in particles), (e) power contribution (in
percent), (f) number flux contributions (in percent), and (g) average energy (in kilo-electronVolt).
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tributions for both models show reasonable agreement with each other. Subplot 7(g) com-548

pares average energies of particles from all sources. MAGNIT exhibits stronger average549

energies for ion (29.64 keV) and monoenergetic precipitation (5.17 keV), deviating sharply550

from OV Prime estimates (8.96 keV for ions, 2.25 keV for monoenergetic populations)551

that show a 230% and 130% increase in energies of each respective source. In compar-552

ison, MAGNIT’s electron diffuse (5.4% increase) and broadband (10.1% decrease) en-553

ergies are similar to that predicted by OV Prime. MAGNIT estimates a more energetic554

ion population, compared to OV Prime. This is is because of two reasons - (1) MAG-555

NIT estimates lower ion number fluxes and higher energy fluxes, and (2) OV Prime un-556

derpredicts the ion average energy (Newell et al., 2009). While higher energies are ex-557

hibited by monoenergetic precipitation as well, this is most likely due to the model’s de-558

pendence on strong FACs to derive bulk of its monoenergetic precipitation, which is a559

function of activity.560

4.1.1 Comparison of Auroral Flux Patterns561

Modeled auroral patterns in the Northern hemisphere have been compared against562

DMSP SSUSI obervations in Figure 8. Fig. 8(a) compares energy flux observations by563

the DMSP F17 spacecraft in the first column against simulations by (chronologically)564

MAGNIT, RLM and CMEE. Each row indicates a specific time epoch. The first row in-565

dicates auroral fluxes at April 5, 2010 at 07:24 UT, before the sudden commencement566

of the Galaxy15 Event. During this time interval, flux pattern from DMSP shows low567

auroral activity with limited expansion of the oval. This observation is well reproduced568

by MAGNIT which match the magnitude of DMSP’s energy flux. However, MAGNIT569

predicts an expanded auroral oval, with it’s equatorward boundary reaching lower 60◦s570

MLat. Both RLM and CMEE overpredict the magnitude of energy flux, displaying a strong571

auroral oval with minimal auroral expansion. However, both models predict the auro-572

ral oval in similar latitude as DMSP.573

Epoch 2 takes place immediately following the main impulse of the event at 10:48574

UT. At this time, DMSP observations indicate a significant increase in auroral precip-575

itation in the dawnward sector, with similar but comparatively limited enhancements576

in the duskward sector. The oval has expanded substantially, with the dawnward peak577

appearing at 67◦ - 66◦ MLat and the duskward peak at 65◦ MLat. The dawnward flux578

precipitation is broader and stronger than the duskward sector, most likely caused by579

heightened electron diffuse precipitation. The enhancement of auroral precipitation is580

also captured by MAGNIT, which exhibits a higher magnitude and a distinct auroral581

expansion. Flux magnitudes from MAGNIT compare well against the DMSP observa-582

tions matching peak regions of precipitation. However, MAGNIT overpredicts the au-583

roral expansion by diffuse sources, estimating an equatorward dawnward peak. The flux584

peak in the duskward sector matches well with the DMSP observations. This is prob-585

ably because this stretch of precipitation is being driven solely by monoenergetic pre-586

cipitation, which follow the upward R1 FACs in the region. MAGNIT also exhibits dis-587

tinct meso-scale structures poleward of the auroral oval. Both RLM and CMEE do ex-588

hibit similar flux levels as DMSP, but do not show any significant expansions in the au-589

roral oval. This is expected from their empirical design, and are limited from expand-590

ing the aurora beyond 60◦ MLat (see Section 3.1 in Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020 for de-591

tails).592

Epoch 3 takes place during the long recovery period of the storm at 17:36 UT on593

April 5 2010. During this time interval, DMSP observes a broad dawnward flux peak span-594

ning 70◦ to 60◦ MLat, and a narrow duskward peak bordering 70◦ MLat. Despite its ca-595

pability to predict correct magnitudes, MAGNIT overpredicts the latitudinal extent of596

the dawnward precipitation. Auroral fluxes predicted by RLM (Column iii) and CMEE597

(Column iv) exhibit high energy fluxes and distinct FAC-driven structures during these598

two epochs without much auroral expansion.599
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Figure 8. Comparison of (a) total energy flux and (b) average energy patterns in the North-
ern hemisphere at discrete time intervals spanning the Galaxy15 Event. (Column-wise) Dial plots
display observations from (left to right) DMSP SSUSI (Column i), and & simulated results from
SWMF simulations driven using MAGNIT (Column ii), RLM (Column iii) and CMEE (Column
iv) at three distinct time epochs. Dotted lines in each dial plot indicates span of SSUSI coverage.
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Figure 8(b) compares the average energy for the aforementioned datasets for the600

same epochs. Unlike part (a), only electron-driven precipitation (electron diffuse, mo-601

noenergetic and broadband) have been used to compute the energies in MAGNIT. This602

was done because the energies from ion precipitation in MAGNIT were much higher than603

the observational limit of DMSP (≥ 25 keV). DMSP observations and results from MAG-604

NIT display significant morphological similarities. Similar to the previous part, MAG-605

NIT exhibits an extended auroral oval in comparison to DMSP observations, but is able606

to match average energy magnitudes. By contrast, both RLM and CMEE are unable to607

produce resembling average energy patterns. The average energy patterns in both are608

characterized by a high energy region around the geomagnetic poles, with slight reduc-609

tion in energies as one moves equatorward. This is a drawback in both these models due610

to their usage of FACs to compute conductances directly, and not fluxes. The average611

energy, therefore, is a byproduct of a reverse-Robinson relationship, where the FAC-derived612

conductances are converted to energies using the inverse of the relationship given in Robin-613

son et al. (1987) (see Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020 for further details), rather than a phys-614

ical manifestation of particle energies like in MAGNIT.615

4.2 Magnetospheric Feedback616

Due to its dynamic coupling with the magnetosphere, MAGNIT allows for better617

reception of magnetospheric feedback into their calculation of auroral fluxes and iono-618

spheric conductance. Figures 9 and 10 show an example of this process. Figure 9(a-i)619

compares the contribution by each source of precipitation during the Galaxy15 event.620

For a majority of the event, the source-wise contributions take a near-constant value, with621

electron diffuse precipitation providing 51% of the total energy flux. Ion and monoen-622

ergetic precipitation contributions are each about half of the electron diffuse contribu-623

tion, with a median contribution of 22.6% and 18.6% each. The remaining contribution624

is provided by the broadband source, which provides for a mere 6.5% of the total con-625

tribution making it the smallest source of energy flux. However, these contributions are626

severely distorted during the event peak where the discrete sources overtake diffuse con-627

tributions peaking at a combined contribution of 61% at 08:35 UT on April 5, 2010. The628

zoomed section in part (a-ii) shows this time duration in further detail, and identifies629

five time intervals - 08:17 (t1), 08:37 (t2), 09:01 (t3), 09:15 (t4) and 09:45 UT (t5) on April630

5, 2010 - to investigate the driving factors of the discrete enhancement. The time du-631

ration spans the main impulse of the Galaxy15 event during which the solar wind ram632

pressure increased, as shown in part (a-ii). The impact of magnetospheric dynamics and633

subsequent ionospheric interactions during a solar wind enhancement have been previ-634

ously analyzed in multiple numerical studies like Yu et al. (2010), Ozturk et al. (2018),635

and more recently in Welling et al. (2021). In this study, we investigate these dynam-636

ics in regards to changes in auroral precipitation.637

In Figure 9(b), the response of four quantities - (row-wise) FACs, Joule Heating,638

monoenergetic energy flux and broadband energy flux - have been displayed for the five639

time intervals. At t1, FAC patterns follow the standard southward Bz model with strong640

R1 FACs and relatively weaker R2 FACs, and are symmetric about the noon-midnight641

meridian with an integrated total current of 4.51 MA. Joule heating in the second row642

is computed using the Pedersen conductivity and electric field (e.g. Rastätter et al., 2016),643

and appear in the same region as the FACs exhibiting a maximum flux of 13.08 mW/m2.644

Since the model is not coupled to a dedicated ionosphere-thermosphere model, the Joule645

heating does not incorporate contributions from the neutral wind. The third and fourth646

rows display monoenergetic and broadband energy flux. Both FACs and Joule heating647

are the dominant drivers of these two respective sources. Monoenergetic precipitation,648

which follows the KFL relationship, is strong only in regions of upward FACs and ac-649

counts for 22.5% of the total hemispheric power. Similarly, broadband enhancements are650

derived as an empirical function of the Joule heating, and contributes to 23.3% of the651

total power.652
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Time interval t2 takes place 7 minutes after the main impulse of the event that leads653

to ram pressure enhancement in the solar wind. This interval is readily characterized by654

the strengthening of FACs and Joule heating patterns. FACs are still symmetric about655

the noon-midnight meridian, but exhibit significant enhancement in R1 currents and stronger656

R2 currents. t2 observes a doubling of integrated total current to 10.1 MA. A significant657

dayside peak emerges in the Joule heating pattern, with the maximum flux surging to658

47.3 mW/m2. Correspondingly, the discrete fluxes react to these changes with an enhance-659

ment in precipitation. Monoenergetic flux rises from 3.9 GW at t1 to 9.8 GW at t2, with660

a significant contribution in the R2 FACs (dawnward) sector in addition to the upward661

R1 FACs in the dusk sector. Broadband precipitation increases by 3.35 times, becom-662

ing the dominant contributor to auroral precipitation. Discrete contributions account663

for 60.5% of the total precipitation, in contrast with contributions during the rest of the664

event.665

During t3 (24 minutes after t2, 31 minutes after the pressure enhancement), R1 FACs666

start expanding in addition to becoming more enhanced in magnitude. The dominant667

peaks expand beyond 70◦ MLat, resulting in a further expansion of the R2 currents into668

the upper 50◦ MLat. The FAC pattern increasingly becomes asymmetric across the noon-669

midnight meridian with small scale structures connecting the R1 and R2 FACs appear-670

ing in the nightside. Two dominant peaks arise in the Joule heating in the dusk and dawn-671

ward flanks, with the duskward peak appearing in the dayside region of the peak at t2.672

The dawnward peak appears in the nightside, with the pattern being symmetric about673

the 10-22 MLT meridian. The enhancement in monoenergetic precipitation is charac-674

terized by the strengthening of FACs, and accounts for 34.9% of the total precipitation.675

Despite the strengthening of FACs in both the dayside and nightside alike, the monoen-676

ergetic population is mostly concentrated on the nightside. This is most likely because677

the diffuse number flux is low on the dayside, i.e. there is insufficient particles in the day-678

side to accelerate. Broadband precipitation is concentrated in the Joule heating peaks679

in the two flanks of the northern hemisphere. However, due to strengthening of the other680

sources of precipitation, the contribution by broadband precipitation reduces to 15.3%.681

Time intervals t4 and t5 display conditions at 09:15 UT (14 minutes after t3, 45 min-682

utes after the pressure enhancement) and 09:45 UT (44 minutes after t3, 1.25 hours af-683

ter the pressure enhancement). During these time intervals, the FAC expansion observed684

during t3 reaches its furthest point and plateaus, with R1 current peaks extending from685

the upper 70◦ MLat to mid 60◦ MLat while R2 currents reach down to mid-50◦ MLat.686

Both R1 and R2 FACs are further strengthened and become increasingly asymmetrical.687

Joule heating patterns have a similar two-peak configuration as seen at t3. The peaks688

lie in the same region as the upward FAC peaks, albeit being much broader than R2 peaks689

in the dawnward sector. Correspondingly, monoenergetic precipitation increases along690

with FAC enhancements and expansion, resulting in a total hemispheric power of 39.6691

GW during t4 and 31.1 GW during t5. Due to the increase in diffuse flux during these692

times in the dayside sector, monoenergetic precipitation extends into the dayside in both693

dawn and duskward sectors. Broadband precipitation follows the two-peak configura-694

tion of the Joule heating pattern, and results in a total power of 15.4 GW at t4 and 11.3695

GW at t5. Contributions by discrete sources to the total precipitation drops down from696

60.5% during t3 to 41.5% during t4 and 26.3% during t5 of the total precipitation, in-697

dicating significant enhancement in diffuse precipitation.698

Figure 10 describes the impact of the solar wind pressure enhancement on diffuse699

precipitation. The MHD single-fluid pressure and temperature have been mapped to the700

ionospheric grid for clarity, and have been displayed in the first and second rows respec-701

tively for the same time intervals as in Figure 9(b). Since both these quantities drive dif-702

fuse precipitation in MAGNIT, the energy flux from electron and ion precipitation have703

been plotted in the third and fourth rows. Comparison of the first row across the five704

time intervals indicate a steady enhancement in the nightside pressure. This enhance-705
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Figure 9. (a) Comparison of contributions by all sources during the Galaxy15 event, with
five time intervals highlighted. (b) Comparison of quantities pertaining to discrete precipitation
- (i) field-aligned currents, (ii) Joule heating, (iii) monoenergetic energy flux, and (iv) broadband
energy flux. Despite the uniformity in the colorbar scale, note that the colorbar range for t1 are
different from other times.
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Figure 10. Comparison of quantities pertaining to diffuse precipitation - (i) MHD plasma
pressure mapped onto the ionospheric domain, (ii) MHD plasma temperature mapped onto the
ionospheric domain, (iii) electron diffuse energy flux, and (iv) ion diffuse energy flux - during each
time interval identified in Fig. 9(a).
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ment in the pressure also brings the pressure peaks in nightside closer to Earth, result-706

ing in an equatorward expansion of the nightside peak on the ionospheric grid. The buildup707

in nightside pressure is gradual, as can be seen during t1, t2 and t3, and is not slower than708

the ramp-up in FACs. This is expected, since asymmetric currents that drive FACs in709

the system build up much quicker than symmetric pressure used here (e.g. Liemohn et710

al., 2015). Before the solar wind enhancement, the nightside pressure at t1 is expected711

to be less. Post-ram pressure enhancement, at t2, the increase in pressure is demarcated712

by the formation of an oval with a peak in the midnight-dusk sector. However, the pres-713

sure increases steadily over the next 24 minutes, culminating in a sharp nightside peak714

with a band spanning the auroral region. The pressure peak expands equatorward from715

their previous location at t2, and quadruples in magnitude. Intervals t4 and t5 exhibit716

further enhancement and expansion of the nightside pressure peak. At t5, the pressure717

peak moves further equatorward reaching the lower 50◦ MLat. A similar buildup of en-718

ergy is observed in the second row, when comparing particle tempratures. Contrary to719

the pressure distribution, the MHD temperature distributions during t3, t4 and t5 ex-720

hibit strong meso-scale dynamics poleward of the auroral peak formed through the map-721

ping. The dynamic structures in the temperature distribution change with the march722

in time, ocassionally strengthening the peaks in the oval region, like in t3.723

The electron and ion diffuse energy fluxes are compared in the last two rows of Fig-724

ure 10. During t1, electron and ion diffuse precipitation account for 37.8% and 16.5%725

of the total energy flux respectively, with the ion precipitation accounting for the low-726

est contribution. However, energy fluxes from both these sources are comparatively lower727

and exhibit a diffuse band of precipitation centered around the nightside pressure peak728

(for ions) and its mirrored location (for electrons). With the solar wind pressure enhance-729

ment, the fractional contribution of the diffuse sources reduce, since discrete fluxes en-730

hance faster resulting in the electron diffuse sources to contribute to 27.5% of the total731

flux during t2. At t3, the pressure peak in the nightside is sufficiently strong to raise the732

diffuse hemispheric power to 48.4 GW, accounting for nearly half of the total precipi-733

tation. The electron diffuse precipitation at t3 is characterized by a sharp peak in the734

midnight-dawnward sector, with the auroral oval expanding beyond 60◦ MLat. The ion735

precipitation mirrors this configuration resulting in a total hemispheric power of 14.7 GW.736

During t4 and t5, both diffuse precipitation enhance in magnitude and expand further737

equatorward. Electron diffuse precipitation becomes the dominant contributor to the to-738

tal precipitation, accounting for 51.4% of the total precipitation by t5. Contributions by739

ion precipitation is similarly enhanced, contributing 22.4% of the total precipitation greater740

than either discrete sources.741

4.3 Impact on Ionospheric Conductance742

Figure 11 presents detailed comparisons of contributions to the ionospheric con-743

ductance by each source of precipitation. Figure 11(a) and (b) present individual con-744

tributions from each source to the Hall and Pedersen conductance during the Galaxy15745

event. These values are calculated by Equations 12 for monoenergetic, electron and ion746

diffuse contributions, and by Equation 13 for broadband contributions. Electron diffuse747

precipitation is the largest contributor to both Hall and Pedersen conductance, account-748

ing for a contribution of ∼34% to both types of conductance. This is closely followed by749

ion precipitation which accounts for 31% of the Hall conductance, while being the third750

largest source of Pedersen conductance. Monoenergetic precipitation accounts for 23.3%751

of the Hall conductance. However, this proportion dwindles down to a mere 5.77% con-752

tribution to the Pedersen conductance. The opposite is true for broadband precipitation753

which accounts for 9.4% of the Hall conductance, and 31.4% of the Pedersen conductance754

making it the second-largest source to Pedersen conductance after electron diffuse pre-755

cipitation. The disparity in contributions for the two discrete sources could be explained756

by the nature of these flux populations and how they interact with the Robinson rela-757

tion when converted into conductance. Monoenergetic precipitation is generally the more758
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Figure 11. Individual contributions to perpendicular conductance - (a) Comparison of indi-
vidual resultant contributions by each source of precipitation to the Hall Conductance, and (b)
Pedersen conductance. (c) Comparison of total and resultant contributions by broadband pre-
cipitation to Hall and Pedersen conductance. (d) Polar patterns of total conductance on April 5,
2010 at 08:55 UT, simulated using MAGNIT, RLM and CMEE.
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energetic source of electron precipitation. This leads to a higher Hall conductance value759

through the Robinson relationship, as the Hall conductance term is directly proportional760

to the average energy Ē0.85. Broadband precipitation is the least energetic population,761

and therefore possesses a low average energy but high number flux. Since the Robinson762

relationship defines the Pedersen conductance as being directly proportional to the square763

root of the energy flux, this increases the contribution of the broadband source. Further-764

more, the linear addition of the broadband contribution in Eq. 10 significantly raises its765

resultant contribution, leading to aforementioned disparity.766

The enhancement in the broadband contribution is further explained in Figure 11(c).767

Here, the contribution by broadband conductance to the total auroral conductance is com-768

puted by two methods - (1) as a fraction of the total conductance (Total contribution;769

computed using Equation 11), and (2) actual contribution due to its linear sum (Resul-770

tant contribution; computed using Equation 13). Comparison of both contributions in-771

dicate that the resultant contribution of broadband conductance to the total auroral con-772

ductance is much higher than expected. The resultant contribution of the broadband source773

is nearly ∼3 times their numerical value due to the linear addition. Driving conditions774

during the early phase of the event causes fluctuating contributions that can contribute775

to nearly 71% of the total auroral Pedersen conductance. The heightened contribution776

of broadband precipitation naturally postulates an important role played by this source777

of precipitation in ionospheric electrodynamics.778

Figure 11(d) compares dial plots of Hall and Pedersen conductance patterns sim-779

ulated by MAGNIT, RLM and CMEE. The conductance patterns are simulated at 08:55780

UT on April 5, 2010. Both RLM and CMEE provide higher conductances in the auro-781

ral region in comparison to MAGNIT. In MAGNIT, the auroral conductance is mostly782

concentrated on the night, with minor flanks of the dawnward and duskward fluxes reach-783

ing into the dayside sector. By contrast, significant dayside precipitation is visible in both784

RLM and CMEE, which exhibit a thicker auroral oval. Despite this, MAGNIT exhibits785

a more expanded auroral oval, with strong contributions by the monoenergetic and elec-786

tron diffuse sources. RLM follows the FAC pattern closely, creating a strong R1 FAC sys-787

tems with discontinuities in the conductance where the FACs change polarity. This is788

similar in CMEE, where the magnitude of conductance is much higher leading to a more789

dynamic auroral oval featuring several FAC-driven structures in polar regions.790

5 Discussion791

The introduction of MAGNIT to the SWMF environment is a significant step for-792

ward towards computing realistic precipitation in the global model. First, the incorpo-793

ration of advanced coupling mechanisms between BATS-R-US and RIM allow for the com-794

putation of multiple sources. These mechanisms establish a solid roadmap for future ad-795

vancements in computing fluxes and conductances in RIM, that may involve further physics-796

based couplings with MHD or ring current models. Second, computation of precipita-797

tion in MAGNIT is far more realistic in comparison to its empirical predecessors. Both798

RLM and CMEE estimate higher energy fluxes and incorrect average energies in the au-799

roral region. MAGNIT outperforms both models when predicting energy flux (as shown800

in Fig. 6h), and results in relatively lower but sharper conductance contributions in the801

auroral region. The use of MHD variables to compute auroral fluxes also means a flex-802

ible activity-driven oval expansion, eradicating the problem observed in the empirical803

models during active periods (see Section 3.1 in Mukhopadhyay et al., 2020). Third, the804

ability to compute four individual sources of precipitation allows for the quantification805

of source-wise contributions to other ionospheric variables. Investigations quantifying806

the individual impacts of each source on field aligned currents, ionospheric potential and807

E-fields will soon be presented in a subsequent manuscript. Fourth, this adds to SWMF’s808

capability to quantify the dependence of space weather results on distinct auroral pre-809

cipitation types (Vandegriff et al., 2020, 2021). Finally, results simulated with MAGNIT810
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show good agreement with observations and state-of-the-art empirical models. The mag-811

nitude of auroral precipitation agree well with both DMSP-NOAA and OV Prime. Fur-812

ther comparisons of more events are underway, and will be presented in future investi-813

gations.814

Note that there are several modeling caveats to this study. The auroral flux pat-815

terns formed in MAGNIT simulations, as seen in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 8(b), show that the816

expanded oval of the diffuse aurora is more equatorward than those in observations. In817

both OV Prime (in reference to Fig. 3) and DMSP (in reference to Fig. 8), the dawn-818

side peak of auroral precipitation lies in the middle of the 60 - 70◦ MLat range, while819

the dawnward sector in MAGNIT is characterized by a much more expanded diffuse oval820

peaking between 55◦ and 65◦. This is most likely because MAGNIT computes diffuse821

precipitation using a Maxwellian distribution computed from the single-fluid plasma tem-822

perature provided by BATS-R-US. This is problematic, as the MHD temperature is that823

of ions, and is converted into electron temperature by assuming a 1:5 ratio between elec-824

trons and ions. Ion temperature and pressure in global MHD is generally closer to Earth,825

since plasma sheet ions penetrate deeper into the inner magnetosphere than electrons826

(e.g. Ejiri et al., 1980; Ganushkina et al., 2000), especially during active periods (Yang827

et al., 2011; Gkioulidou et al., 2015). When mapped onto an ionospheric grid, these val-828

ues are situated more equatorward of electron-associated pressure and temperature val-829

ues. An example of this can be seen in Jordanova et al. (2012) where the difference be-830

tween ion and electron flux patterns in the nightside shows 15keV ion flux peaks being831

closer to Earth than for electrons.832

Usage of a dedicated electron temperature in the MHD equations would result in833

a nightside pressure peak that is farther away from the ion pressure peak. This would834

would automatically result in an electron precipitation pattern that is more poleward835

than current estimates. The dedicated computation of multi-fluid (e.g. Glocer et al., 2009)836

and multi-species (e.g. Welling & Ridley, 2010) MHD pressure and temperature is pos-837

sible through BATS-R-US. An alternative solution to improve diffuse calculations is to838

use particle fluxes computed by the ring current model. Yu et al. (2016) demonstrated839

the computation of electron fluxes using a coupled version of SWMF with the RAM-SCB840

model. An extension to this work was performed by Perlongo et al. (2017), where the841

RAM-SCB model was driven by empirical waves to compute ionospheric conductance842

in GITM. More recently, work by Lin et al. (2019) and Lin et al. (2021) have sought to843

use RCM-derived electron diffuse fluxes and MHD-computed monoenergetic fluxes to com-844

pute the resultant auroral precipitation in the LFM MHD model. The use of a ring cur-845

rent model also results in more accurate computation of fluxes, since the models are able846

to account for pitch angle distributions. Recent work by Kang et al. (2019) have shown847

the incorporation of wave-induced diffuse precipitation with a dedicated coupling between848

the ring current model CIMI and BATS-R-US. Work towards incorporating such solu-849

tions to provide MAGNIT with a more accurate value of diffuse precipitation will increase850

our physical understanding of auroral dynamics, and is planned for future work.851

Computing monoenergetic fluxes using the KFL relationship requires an accurate852

knowledge of the global magnetic field, especially that in the source region and at the853

ionosphere. At present, MAGNIT assumes a dipole configuration (resulting in a latitu-854

dinally varying magnetic mirror ratio), with the source region for precipitating electrons855

in the plasma sheet (e.g. Yu et al., 2016). This simplifies the exact contribution by this856

source; the source region of precipitating plasma is located higher than the equatorial857

plasma sheet (Hatch et al., 2019). While this assumption doesn’t significantly impact858

the resultant fluxes from the model (most likely due to the high value of αs), it does im-859

pact the generation of mesoscale structures in the poleward and equatorward boundaries860

which could further impact ionospheric electrodynamics. The computation of a realis-861

tic magnetic field is possible through the field-line tracing component of SWMF, and is862

being currently implemented to provide a realistic magnetic field in the calculation of863
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monoenergetic precipitation in our model. Results pertaining to these developments will864

be presented in future investigative studies.865

The median values of αs listed in Table 2 have been used to regulate fluxes in MAG-866

NIT. This has significant disadvantages, since particle scattering rates (which αs emu-867

lates for diffuse and monoenergetic fluxes) are prone to modifications in the geomagnetic868

field leading to variable precipitation in different sectors. Furthermore, quantities like869

FACs and plasma pressure are highly dependent on numerical grid resolution (e.g. Ri-870

dley et al., 2010; Haiducek et al., 2017) and the inclusion of a dedicated ring current model871

(e.g. De Zeeuw et al., 2004). Changes in either of these factors would result in modifi-872

cations in αs values for variable driving conditions. A remedy to such an issue would be873

to use an activity-driven MLT-wide map of αs, which tweaks auroral fluxes in regions874

of interest for a given upstream driving condition. In retrospect, attempts to estimate875

physics-based precipitation using extended couplings to the MHD model or the inner mag-876

netospheric model is a more worthwhile solution, since it can provide a realistic physics-877

derived reasoning for flux outputs.878

The computation of the final value of ionospheric conductance is contentious, as879

it tends to elevate the contribution of broadband precipitation significantly. As shown880

in Figure 11(c), the resultant contribution of broadband-driven Pedersen conductance881

jumps to a median 31% of the total. The physics associated with the summation of con-882

ductance sources (Wallis & Budzinski, 1981) is challenging to solve in a 2-D ionosphere.883

In this work, we have followed the example of Zhang et al. (2015) when including broad-884

band precipitation. They state that the conductance due to broadband precipitation adds885

to the bottomside F-layer of the ionosphere, instead of the E-layer, where the dominant886

conductivity peaks in the Hall and Pedersen conductance are found (e.g. Schunk & Nagy,887

2009). This is most likely because broadband precipitation exhibits lower average en-888

ergy, resulting in its deposition at an upper layer. To identify this difference in altitude,889

the broadband-driven conductance was added linearly to the net conductance, as was890

done by Zhang et al. (2015). To truly solve this issue, a dedicated coupling to a 3D ionosphere-891

thermosphere solver is necessary. Work by Burleigh et al. (2019) has introduced novel892

couplings between the geospace version of the SWMF with GITM, specifically when it893

comes to computing ionospheric conductance realistically. The incorporation of this ap-894

proach with MAGNIT-driven flux computations leads to a more realistic ionospheric feed-895

back. Future studies by authors will feature the combination and planned usage of this896

modeling approach prominently in studying terrestrial (and planetary) plasma dynam-897

ics during extreme events.898

6 Summary899

A novel modeling approach was developed and used to study the April 5 - 7 Galaxy15900

Event. The model uses mapped MHD pressure and density as inputs to derive four sources901

of precipitation - electron diffuse, ion, monoenergetic and broadband. Precipitation from902

each source is regulated using empirical multipliers that ultimately define the balance903

between each source. The investigation of this modeling study focused on quantifying904

the contribution of each source of precipitation during the Galaxy15 event, and found905

important results through the comparison of auroral fluxes, average energy, and iono-906

spheric conductance to observations and empirical modeling techniques. Important find-907

ings are summarized in the following:908

1. Electron diffuse precipitation is the dominant source of auroral precipitation dur-909

ing the Galaxy15 event, accounting for a median 52% of the total hemispheric power.910

Ion diffuse and monoenergetic precipitation act as secondary sources of auroral911

precipitation, accounting for 22% and 19% of the total power. Broadband precip-912

itation contributes for 7%, making it the smallest contributor to hemispheric power.913
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2. Auroral fluxes were converted into ionospheric conductance using empirical rela-914

tionships, and used in the two-way coupling between RIM and BATS-R-US. The915

individual contributions of each source to the total conductance were quantified.916

Despite its small contribution to hemispheric power, the linear addition of broadband-917

driven conductances result in a 31% contribution to the Pedersen conductance,918

and 9% to the Hall conductance.919

3. Despite the dominance by diffuse precipitation, discrete precipitation accounted920

for up to 61% of the total hemispheric flux during the main impulse of the Galaxy15921

event.922

4. Comparison of hemispheric power against DMSP and OV Prime exhibit a higher923

ion energy flux in MAGNIT estimates, indicating higher average energy of ions924

in the model results relative to the observations. The electron diffuse precipita-925

tion is also larger than the value predicted by OV Prime.926

5. Due to usage of a single-fluid ion pressure and density to derive electron diffuse927

precipitation, MAGNIT places the dawnward peak too far equatorward, but gets928

the monoenergetic peak in the dusk sector at the correct location.929

6. By basing particle precipitation calculations on MHD state variables that are more930

tied to the drivers of ion and electron precipitation instead of only FACs, both the931

computation and understanding of feedback in the nonlinear M-I system are im-932

proved by this modeling approach.933
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